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STAC Architecture’s new
restaurant for Nando’s in
Hove, East Sussex, makes local
references in both its design
form and its materials. Dark
linear brickwork evokes the
colour of beach pebbles, while
extensive use of oak references
a shipwreck that resulted in its
timber cargo floating ashore.
Together both dark brick and
oak are inventively combined
in decorative walls and panels
throughout the interior spaces.

Architectural
Ingredients
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The concept for the design of the new restaurant
for Nando’s in Hove stems from the memory of a
shipwreck off the Dorset coast in January 2008.
Following the sinking of the Ice Prince, much of
its cargo of more than 2000 tonnes of timber
eventually washed up along the south coast,
resulting in random but striking formations,
most notably at Worthing beach.

STAC Architecture’s intention was to recreate
some of the movement and organic natural
forms while acknowledging the memory of this
spectacular event. The decision was taken to work
with unfinished character oak externally, which
will weather naturally over time, paired with a
black brick that is reminiscent of the black pebbles
strewn across the coastline.

After extensive research to find the optimum brick
for the project, STAC came across Ibstock’s Linear
collection. Thinner and longer than standard
bricks, this gave a more contemporary character to
the exterior walls. The brick also features small
depressions along the external face, as if ‘eroded’.
The Black Impression brick was used alongside the
natural blue Umbra Sawtooth and copper glazed
Umbra Sawtooth, and in conjunction with
thousands of bespoke oak ‘bricks’ to create various
features throughout the restaurant.

Externally the Linear Black Impressions were used
in stack-bond format with bespoke corner bricks.
Internally they were used to create an entrance
draft lobby. “We had a bit of fun with the lobby and
created a compound curved brick wall – this can
be experienced from both sides and it is nice to see
the manufacturer’s stamp on the rear of the brick

LLeefftt
The ‘fan’ of timber planks
forms a distinctive canopy
that marks the restaurant
entrance and shelters an
outdoor seating area.

RRiigghhtt
Traditional clay and oak
‘bricks’ are stacked to
form internal walls.
Timber is employed in the
project in reference to a
2008 shipwreck after
which tons of lumber
were washed up on south
coast beaches.
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GIA:

internal
external

GIA

internal
external

when one arrives”, says STAC’s Paul Thrush.
The stacked brickwork incorporates curved
reinforcement bars fixed at the base and head as
well as being resin bonded to one another. This
meant traditional mortar joints could be avoided,
and provided a cleaner, more contemporary
appearance. The ends of the lobby wall are
complemented by oak bricks of varying lengths to
provide fixing points for the frameless glass doors.

Visitors entering the main restaurant space are
presented with a feature wall made of thousands of
saw-tooth bricks, some copper glazed, that are used
in conjunction with CNC’d oak bricks. The oak
bricks are the same size as the saw-tooth but have
a negative tooth rather than the bricks’ positive
angled face. Together they create a zig-zag wall that
forms a striking backdrop to the restaurant.
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AAbboovvee
Floor plan and entrance
lobby isometric.

LLeefftt
The entrance lobby
features open brickwork
and timber blocks.

RRiigghhtt
The architect has
exploited the modular
nature of the bricks to
design a ‘swollen’ wall
that projects into the
lobby space.



AARRCCHHIITTEECCTT
STAC Architecture

CCooNNTTRRAACCTTooRR
The French Group

PPHHooTTooGGRRAAPPHHEERRSS
Jonathan Banks (Photobanks),
James Parsons

BBUUIILLDDIINNGG
Nando’s Restaurant, Hove

BBRRIICCKKSS
Ibstock Linear Black Impression
Ibstock Blue Umbra Sawtooth
Ibstock Copper Glazed Umbra Sawtooth
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